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Thomas A. Wiedrich, MD
Northwestern Medical Group
Primary Specialty

Hand Surgery
Secondary Specialties

Plastic Surgery
 Accepts New Patients

Location
Northwestern Center for Hand Surgery
737 N Michigan Ave Ste 700
Chicago, IL 60611
.16 mi
312.337.6960
f 312.337.3601

Insurance Accepted
Insurance plans are subject to change. View insurance plans accepted at each hospital and by each NMHC physician
group.

Practice Groups and Affiliations
Medical Group

Northwestern Medical Group

Physician Category

Northwestern Medicine Physician Network

Physician Category

Northwestern Medicine Physician Network

On Medical Staff At

Northwestern Memorial Hospital

Education
Medical Education

University of Michigan Medical School - 1985

Residency

McGaw Medical Center of Northwestern University - 1991

Fellowship

St Vincent Hospital and Health Care Center - 1992

Board Certifications
American Board of Plastic Surgery (Certified)
American Board of Plastic Surgery - Surgery of the Hand (Certified)

Ratings & Reviews
At Northwestern Medicine, our patient’s feedback is important to us. While different care providers have their own
unique strengths, we strive to be as transparent as possible with our quality of care. Read more

Care Provider Ratings

Overall rating

4.9


255 Ratings

Friendly & Courteous
5.0 / 5.0 (219 reviews)

Will Recommend to Others
4.9 / 5.0 (215 reviews)

Clear Explanations
4.9 / 5.0 (216 reviews)

Shows Concern
4.9 / 5.0 (217 reviews)

Includes You In Decisions
4.9 / 5.0 (207 reviews)

Explains Medications
5.0 / 5.0 (122 reviews)

Follow-Up Instructions
4.9 / 5.0 (188 reviews)

Easy to Understand
4.9 / 5.0 (219 reviews)

Time Spent With Patient
4.8 / 5.0 (219 reviews)

Confidence in Doctor
4.9 / 5.0 (218 reviews)

Reviews From Patients
53 Reviews

APRIL 15 2018

I was very impressed with Dr. Wiedrich. He seems to be an excellent doctor and he is very kind. I will
recommend him. In fact, I already have.
APRIL 18 2018

I have 100% confidence in *Dr. W. and the staff.

MAY 3 2018

Dr. Wiedrich is one of the best doctors with whom I have been associated.
MAY 18 2018

*Dr. Wiedrich did hand surgery on my daughter and she highly recommended him to me. He is kind,
thoughtful and answered all my questions!
MAY 24 2018

All good.
MAY 30 2018

Dr. Wiedrich was so very nice and calming as he removed the bandage and got to the wound. He took
his time in doing so, and then clearly explained the situation to me.
JUNE 9 2018

My experience with Dr. Wiedrich was very good. He is a "rock star" and is great at his job!
JUNE 12 2018

Dr. Wiedrich was very friendly and explained my condition numerous times including drawing
diagrams to clearly explain what the current condition is an where we needed to go.
JUNE 15 2018

Great interaction with Dr. Wiedrich. Very personable, good humor but serious about reason for visit &
remedy. Appears to have diagnosed & treated issue resulting positive outcome. Net: Liked Dr.
Wiedrich a lot.
JUNE 22 2018

Dr weidrich is a very kind, gentle and friendly man with a wonderful demeanor. I would recommend
him to anyone!
JUNE 22 2018

I appreciated the time Dr. Weidrich took to educate me about my problem and discuss treatment
options.
AUGUST 2 2018

Dr. Wiedrich and staff are wonderful care providers. In fact, the climate and culture of the entire office
is highly professional and welcoming. I can't say enough good things about my experiences there.
AUGUST 10 2018

Dr. Wiedrich explained in detail my condition and options to address them in a very understandable
way.
AUGUST 19 2018

Dr. Weidrich has been absolutely wonderful in taking care of my wrist. i would recommend him to
anyone with wrist issues.
SEPTEMBER 15 2018

SEPTEMBER 15 2018

Dr. Weidrich has been my physician for years and I feel he is the very best.
OCTOBER 8 2018

Dr Weidrich is such a kind and caring Dr.
NOVEMBER 2 2018

Good
NOVEMBER 4 2018

dr. wiedrich is the best. very professional.
NOVEMBER 20 2018

have recommended Dr. Wiedrich many times. everyone impressed with his caring manner!
NOVEMBER 29 2018

very impressed with doctor. he was very thorough yet concise in diagnosing, treatment options, and
next steps.
DECEMBER 13 2018

dr wiedrich is the most thorough , knows more than the average dr, he is caring and explains
everything, and orders the proper tests. i highly recommend him. and trustable
DECEMBER 20 2018

Dr. Wiedrich always addresses my questions and concerns.
JANUARY 4 2019

Dr. Wiedrich took the time to explain what he saw and gave me options on how best to proceed with
treatment. He did not rush me with my decision and explained what he was doing every step of the
way.
JANUARY 22 2019

*Dr. Wiedrich is one of the best doctors I ever visited! Probably the best in Chicago, maybe the
country!
JANUARY 26 2019

I have seen Dr Wiedrich over the last several years for a few hand and lower arm issues. He is
absolutely, not only very professional, competent and intelligent, but also able to relate to the
physical and emotional issues the come with these concerns in a practical, caring and down to earth
manner. He thinks. He sees the whole person.
FEBRUARY 5 2019

*Dr. Wiedrich diagnosed or special needs son with a rare bone disorder. His expertise was invaluable
to us.
FEBRUARY 24 2019

Excellent experience with Dr Wiedrich. He was compassionate, very knowledgeable, very professional
and very helpful

and very helpful
MARCH 10 2019

Dr. Weidrich is an outstanding physician who genuinely cares about his patients.
MARCH 28 2019

scheduled for my third left arm surgery with Dr Wiedrich and every time..he answers all my questions,
addresses my concerns and I have 100% confidence in him.
MARCH 29 2019

Dr. was kind and professional and explained answers to all my questions
APRIL 1 2019

This was very pleasant experience as usual. I have seen this Doctor several times and every visit is a
pleasure ( as much as any Doctor visit can be).
APRIL 7 2019

Dr Weidrich has been an outstanding doctor and I have recommended him to friends, all of whom
were very happy with him.
APRIL 8 2019

I am pregnant and have never experienced carpal tunnel syndrome. I was in so much pain when I
entered the clinic. From the moment Dr Wiedrich walked into the exam room I felt I was in good hands.
He was so nice, friendly and empathetic. Very impressed with this office and Dr Wiedrich.
MAY 29 2019

care was fun just very much felt on a need to know basis with no big picture discussion about where
we were heading / what things he was looking to see at each stage in my recovery from broken finger
bones.
JUNE 1 2019

Dr. Weidrich is one of the most compassionate, kind and gentle doctors I have ever had the pleasure
to encounter. I wish all doctors were like Dr. Weidrich!
JUNE 3 2019

*Dr. Wiedrich is an awesome doctor. Excellent care.
JUNE 16 2019

Dr Weidrich was very kind and explained thoroughly the details of my injury and options for care. I did
not feel rushed through the appointment and he answered all of my concerns
JUNE 20 2019

absolutely loved having Dr Weidrich be my "guy"... I always felt heard, and cared for with the best in my
interest. I was not an easy patient once after care started..but he supported me through my entire
journey!!
JULY 6 2019

Tom Wiedrich is very talented and knowledgeable. I have high confidence that he will provide me with
the very best care.
JULY 11 2019

Dr Wiedrich is a very good doctor. I had worked with him on a previous injury. He has been upfront
and clear about the treatment plan and what to expect.
JULY 15 2019

Dr Weidrich was excellent. He took sufficient time to explain the status of my injury and what the
appropriate next steps should be. Great bedside manner and exuded confidence in his diagnosis.
SEPTEMBER 22 2019

he was very skillful, kind an respectful
SEPTEMBER 26 2019

I appreciate that Dr. Wiedrich didn't dismiss my pain even though the cause is still unclear.
OCTOBER 13 2019

Dr. Wiedrich is outstanding. He was caring and listened to my concerns. The care I was provided was
excellent . I highly recommend him
OCTOBER 27 2019

I could not believe that after 11 months of problems after a broken wrist the doctor had me diagnosed
in 5 minutes, explained everything, spent time making sure I understood what I needed next. Awesome
beyond the 5, I can give
NOVEMBER 1 2019

Dr. Weidrich was amazing. Explained everything, drew pictures, didn't dumb anything down and didn't
talk above my head either. Took his time and just was a nice guy to boot.
NOVEMBER 2 2019

I'm very pleased w Dr Wiedritch. Calm, pleasant, gave me data about procedure success rate and clear
info about cause of problem.

Languages Spoken
Spanish
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